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The Story of Sarah and Nathan

The story of Nathan and Sarah began on a Adjective winter evening when Sarah's father, Douglas, put on

a wine even in Proper Noun , Saskatchewan. Nathan, who was at this event, realized how much he liked

the Noun (noun)and didn't mind the man that brought it. He invited Douglas, also known as Doug, to a

young adults event that he was hosting at his Noun in Estan. The rest was history for those

Number .

After that time of day with Nathan, Doug was smitten and told his Noun , Catherine about this

Adjective young man. Catherine thought that this young man would be someone that Sarah would

Verb .

Not long after this, Doug hosted a dinner and first on the guest Noun was the Adjective , young

man, Nathan. Upon Verb - Present Tense his invite, Nathan began to wonder if Doug had hidden

Noun - Plural . As it would happen, Nathan was spot on. At that moment, Sarah was being asked to make

sure Nathan was Adjective as he did not know many Noun - Plural . Sarah was Adjective

about this but because of her Adjective nature, she agreed. Much to Sarah's dismay, the job did not prove

to be a Noun and the Number of them stayed up all night Verb - Present Tense .

Both Sarah and Nathan were not sure if they were ready for a relationship yet but only time of day later,

Sarah decided to go visit her Adjective sister, Gemma in Location . Nathan also had family there

and suggested to Verb .

Although they were going to Location for different reasons they ended up spending the day together in

Banff.



During the day, Sarah and Nathan connected. At the end of the day together, it was Adjective that

waiting was no longer the plan.
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